
miwts’s

Favorite Stew

Recipes

A collection of a few of my
favorite Virtual Villagers 2: The
Lost Children stew recipes.

I selected these stews for their amusing
qualities and their effects on the
villagers who eat them, and I renamed
them accordingly.  At least one of these
stews also helps solve a puzzle or two.
This is not a complete listing of all of the
possible stew recipes that can be
formulated in the game, and there may
be other recipes that produce similar
results.

* * * * *

For each stew, begin with a basic Stew
Starter recipe:

Stew Starter
Heat one large cauldron over a flame.
Add cool water from the stream.  Add
food from the food bin.

Once you’ve started making a stew, you
must not quit the game or switch to
another tribe/game slot.  Doing so will
reset the cauldron and you will need to
start your stew from the beginning
again.

To complete one of my favorites stews, add herbs
to the Stew Starter according to the following
recipes:

Just Like New Ragout
Restores health completely

2 parts  + 1 part 

Love Potion #9
Need I say more?

2 parts  + 1 part 

Diver’s Stew
Feel no need to breathe after eating this

2 parts  + 1 part 

Jumpin’ Jambalaya
Jump, jump, jump around!

3 parts 

Wasabi Shabu Shabu
A spicy stew that clears the nose and throat

1 part  + 1 part  + 1 part 

Montezuma’s Revenge
Has laxative qualities

1 part  + 1 part  + 1 part 

Spicy Pepper Pot
Brings on thirst

2 parts  + 1 part 

Aromatic Elixer
Smells so sweet

3 parts 

Super-Charged Hot Pot
Provides a burst of energy

3 parts 

Twinkle Toes Medley
Provides energy for dancing

1 part  + 1 part  + 1 part 

Ayurvedic Elixer
Promotes health

3 parts 


